ABSTRACT

The growth of intelligence in childhood. And most obvious of the human mental activity. Bloom found that about 50% of intelligence growth from birth to 4 years, about 30% aged 4 to 8 years and the remaining 20% between the ages of 8 and 17 years old form, intelligence structures of the most important psychological constructs as well as creativity, as well as the psychological characteristics that are considered important in a society dedicated to the psychologists and people like Guilford, Torrance and addressed several theories have been proposed. Regarding the relationship between creativity and intelligence and the importance of the role and formation of childhood and children at an early age in this paper was the importance of the relationship between the structure of intelligence and creativity and mental abilities and development of creativity in children considered and to review the literature on the relationship between intelligence and creativity in childhood and it was paid.

1. Introduction

Structures intelligence as one of the most important structures that have been proposed in psychological science and Greats by Broca, Galgon, color and the science itself has found. By Binet has been entered into the field of psychometrics and nowadays its is under the title one of the most important concepts in the study of psychological will be remembered based on eric perspective (1994), Intelligence Structures of most important psychological structures are that in all fields of psychology even the psychology of the characters introduced in field applications psychological reinforcement Of the importance and necessity is increasingly important. Also, creativity has been considered as one of the psychological characteristics that great importance of community psychologists dedicated to and people like Guildford, Torrance, and to it have paid and the several theories have been proposed and that the creation Of various aspects such as initiative, a fluid, flexible and has expanded (Sharifi, 1997).

Many psychologists such as Binet and Simon (1905), believe that understanding rate and human understanding, he stemmed Of intelligence. They believe that a good understanding the good reason of intelligence activities is basic. Hence, intelligence knows a fundamental intellectual talent that change or the lack of it for practical life, greatest significance (roid, 2005). Different theories about the effects of intelligence on Rate understanding there that believe that the intelligence leading to Increase a greater understanding of the environment and the ability to adapt with environment increases. This group Of theorists, Believe intelligent people, abstract thinking, learning Of experience, problem solving, adapting to with new situations and focus and continuity in use Of abilities for to arrive goals that lead to a greater understanding In the people of own to show spent. And issues and to better understand environmental phenomena. In this context arises, Creative people, understanding and better understanding from affairs show; because they are able to understand the problems of the various aspects and content And various issues by using various methods and in the end to understand subject or issue the gain (Lin, 1989).

Sternberg (1988),In theory, Interactive own actually response to the need for a multi-dimensional view of creativity, while expressed that divergent thinking, only part of creativity is not all, creativity considered a multifaceted phenomenon, express creativity outcome three dimensions of intelligence, cognitive style and personality / motivation is and same combination dimensions cause, people in thought and action, creative or immoral act.

Guilford and Christiansen (1973) have pointed to a threshold hypothesis. Thus, hypothesis, to one the surface specific from IQ means about 120, there is correlation between intelligence and creativity abilities. But higher than IQ 120, this correlation is not seen (Saif, 2002).

Bowlby , as one new psychological analysis, In analysis from children's development, Forming capacity conflict creative children at an early age, he can count on (M, prosecutors, 1991). Torrance believes that humans need for survival and development of children's creative power is used. Human creativity is the most important weapon and with it could be destroy from pressures of everyday life (quoted Hosseini, 1998).

Children today are the future owners, community and schools can have a significant effect on creativity. In first three decades of environmental impact studies, such as community, family and school environment, confirmed on creativity (Sternberg, 2003).
Obviously, the educational system must nurture people with critical thinking and creative problem solving and open nodes that have problems, emphasizes, not the accumulation of knowledge that will be outdated quickly (Mshklany, Parvaneh, 2005).

The importance of creativity for education and society has been emphasized in many sources. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (2000) before the last ten years, innovation as a core knowledge society recognized. Also Banajy, Bourne and Bukhyngam (2006) creativity as a sign of the revival of society (Cachia, Romina, Anusca, 2010).

Opinion scott (2004), and Ranko Plokr (1999) and Parns (1999) the meaning of creativity and the development of individual potential development capabilities innate (inborn), respectively. Both of these goals with maintain appropriate and adequate conditions for learning and by using from specific training programs, are available (Karkockiene, 2007).

Sternberg (quoting Ahari, 2001) also researchers are extensive studies on the thought, intelligence and creative thinking. He believes that the current thinking is continuous and can not be human intellectual abilities without regard to the context in which it operates and is engaged in pay. Sternberg relationship Thinking and intelligence with internal world and experience with individual external world will be discussed. He was creative thought of metacognition that to Internal world concerned and including planning, monitoring and evaluation of cognitive function are not separated.

Since Kant, philosopher age of Enlightenment, at one of the principle that suggests that educational planners, making notes, children should not for now, but also should be for the future of education (Meyer lohiy, 1992). Therefore predictions what knowledge is needed for deal effectively with the environment, to will become increasingly difficult (Qasemzadeh, 1996). Therefore education should be Compromise their Role to change their generative Role (shahraray, 1996), and thus, to training man who has the for thinking, innovation, knowledge and be prepared to deal with unknown and difficult situations (shahraray, 1996).

Conclusion:
If related research shows that intelligence and creativity, there minimal intelligence necessary to do creative work. Most findings suggest a link between intelligence and understanding and creativity. As an important condition for the growth and development any society there aware individuals, efficient and creative; Therefore nurture and reinforce the importance of creativity and intelligence and the importance of childhood in this paper was to examine the relationship between intelligence and creativity in childhood.
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